9.13.21 - An excerpt from Mark Twain's account "Letters from Earth" sharing our history as though to strangers from outer space:
During the Six Days, God created man and the other animals.
He made a man and a woman and placed them in a pleasant garden, along with the
other creatures. They all lived together there in harmony and contentment and
blooming youth for some time; then trouble came. God had warned the man and
the woman that they must not eat of the fruit of a certain tree. And he added a most
strange remark: he said that if they ate of it they should surely die. ...
Presently a serpent sought them out privately, and came to them walking upright,
which was the way of serpents in those days. The serpent said the forbidden fruit
would store their vacant minds with knowledge. ....
Adam and Eve ate the forbidden fruit, and at once a great light streamed into their
dim heads. They had acquired knowledge. What knowledge -- useful knowledge?
No -- merely knowledge that there was such a thing as good, and such a thing as
evil, and how to do evil. they couldn't do it before. Therefore all their acts up to
this time had been without stain, without blame, without offense.
But now they could do evil -- and suffer for it; now they had acquired what the
Church calls an invaluable possession, the Moral Sense; that sense which
differentiates man from the beast and sets him above the beast. ...
The Church still prizes the Moral Sense as man's noblest asset today, although the
Church knows God had a distinctly poor opinion of it and did what he could...to
keep his happy Children of the Garden from acquiring it.
...They heard God walking among the bushes, which was an afternoon custom of
his, and they were smitten with fright. Why? Because they were naked. They had
not known it before. They had not minded it before; neither had God.
In that memorable moment immodesty was born; and some people have valued it
ever since, though it would certainly puzzle them to explain why.
Adam and Eve entered the world naked and unashamed -- naked and pure-minded;
and no descendant of theirs has ever entered it otherwise. All have entered it
naked, unashamed, and clean in mind. They have entered it modest. They had to
acquire immodesty and the soiled mind; there was no other way to get it. A
Christian mother's first duty is to soil her child's mind, and she does not neglect it.
Her lad grows up to be a missionary, and goes to the innocent savage and to the

civilized Japanese, and soils their minds. Whereupon they adopt immodesty, they
conceal their bodies, they stop bathing naked together.
The convention miscalled modesty has no standard, and cannot have one, because
it is opposed to nature and reason, and is therefore an artificiality and subject to
anybody's whim, anybody's diseased caprice. And so, in India the refined lady
covers her face and breasts and leaves her legs naked from the hips down, while
the refined European lady covers her legs and exposes her face and her breasts. In
lands inhabited by the innocent savage the refined European lady soon gets used to
full-grown native stark-nakedness, and ceases to be offended by it. A highly
cultivated French count and countess -- unrelated to each other -- who were
marooned in their nightclothes, by shipwreck, upon an uninhabited island in the
eighteenth century, were soon naked. Also ashamed -- for a week. After that their
nakedness did not trouble them, and they soon ceased to think about it.
You have never seen a person with clothes on? Oh, well, you haven't lost anything.
Mark Twain’s Letter from the Earth

